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understand the lower level feature which relates to a
particular event. A combination of video sequences can be
linked to an event which is related to semantics. In cricket, for
example, interesting video sequences can be the bowler
run-up, batsman's stroke and the direction of travel of the ball
while event semantic can be a six-hit or a four.

Abstract: Automated summary generation of sports videos
poses many challenges of detecting exciting events of a game. In
our research, we focus on the table of content-based video
summarization for cricket videos to facilitate efficient indexing of
cricket events. Initially, we have identified event boundaries
accurately to detect the event start and end points. To distinguish
the different types of events, we need to analyze the sequence of
the camera focus area. By observing the characteristics, we have
categorized the camera focus area into several categories. To
overcome the challenge of low accuracy we have introduced a
novel algorithm for adaptive filtering for the comparison of hue
histogram. The results prove that this algorithm is sufficient for
accurate image clustering and this may be used in other sports
event clustering as well.

Multimedia data mining process consists of extracting
semantic structures from a video and audios which enables
summarization, browsing and indexing of the video content
[6]. There has been some research on sports video annotation
and summarization, especially for games such as baseball,
soccer, basketball; etc. Compared to other sports, less work
has been done on cricket videos probably due to the increased
complexity of the game and long duration of the matches. As
everyone is so busy and watching full-length cricket match is
time-consuming and tedious, so it is required to summarize
them effectively. So, the primary purpose of a solution to
solve this problem is to adequately summarize the cricket
match video along with the audio and text with the capability
of searching the highlights with the users’ wish (sixes,
wickets, fours, catches, etc.). So, each area should be given
equal priority unlike in the current methods to bring a
comprehensive result. Finally, the video, audio, text
components of the whole cricket match should be
summarized and displayed appropriately for the user to
manipulate efficiently and effectively. The essential details
related to the generated highlight video are displayed to the
user by using semantic data extraction.

Index Terms: Event detection, Cricket, Video summarization,
Image filtering, Adaptive filtering.

I. INTRODUCTION
Today, society is facing many problems with handling the
increasing amount of sports video from TV broadcasts [1],
[2]. The essential requirement in managing video is
compressing its long sequence into a more small picture
through an effective summarizing process. Researchers have
proposed a wide variety of techniques to take full advantage
of the fact that sports videos have typical and predictable
sequential structures, recurrent events, consistent features
and a fixed number of camera views [3], [4]. Most of this
research is focused on one type of sports video by detecting
specific highlights. Unlike the traditional text-based data
structures, multimedia data are complex in nature and rich in
information. Therefore, new concepts like data mining and
data warehousing have come into being, and people are doing
much research on how to effectively handle different types of
multimedia data.
The necessity for automatic summary generation methods
is highlighted by the fact that the semantic value of sports
footage spans short durations at irregular intervals during an
event (a goal in soccer, a dismissal in cricket) [5]. A one-day
cricket match can last for six hours while a soccer game can
last for 90 minutes. Interesting events occur intermittently,
so analysis should be done to a sequence of video frames to

Our research is an attempt to classify the events indicated
in Fig. 1 to support automatic highlight generation. In video
summarization, there are two main categories, and they are
highlight based video summarization, and table of contents
(TOC) based video summarization [7], [8]. A drawback in
highlight-based video summarization is that it has a fixed
number of highlights included thus in it static. In our
approach, we intend to create a table of contents-based
summarization which gives the user the flexibility to select
the contents based on the user requirement. (wickets, sixes,
fours, catches, run outs, etc.). Initially we five primary events
which are shown in Fig. 1. The delivery and the rest of the
primary events were distinguished by scoreboard detection
[9]. The event boundaries to detect the delivery is done using
the pitch availability and pitch zoom detection. Our approach
to detect the delivery was successful, and we have managed a
74% accuracy rate for delivery
detection.
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range of enhancement filters with the overall goal to improve
image classification in an end-to-end learning approach [11].
In addition to improving the baseline performance of vanilla
CNN architectures on all datasets, their method shows
promising results in comparison to the state-of-the-art using
our static/dynamic enhancement filters. Also, the
enhancement filters can be used with any existing networks
to perform explicit enhancement of image texture and
structure features, giving CNN's higher-quality features to
learn from, which in turn can lead to more accurate
classification. However, the data overfitting issue is always a
worry for CNN, and it is reflected in this research as well.
B. Adaptive filtering for noise removal
In general, most adaptive filters are based on adaptively
adjusting the parameters of the supposedly optimum filter
based on the estimation of the unknown parameters. For
example, adaptive Wiener or Kalman filter can be based on
an on-line estimation of the signal and noise statistics from
available data. These algorithms, in general, are
computationally intense and expensive. With some minor
assumptions, the adaptation can be made more affordable.
For example, if it is assumed that the noise is an independent
Gaussian random process with zero mean but unknown
variance, or slowly varying variance (both in time and space),
then the unknown variance can be estimated by using the
residual of the filter over the last N samples. Alternatively,
when the signal is not stationary, it can be assumed that it is
locally stationary and the local data can be used to estimate
the signal statistics; i.e., autocorrelation function.

Fig. 1. Taxonomy for cricket event classification.
We have analyzed several full-length cricket videos
including test matches, limited overs matches (50 overs) and
T20 matches and notice that there were six different
keyframe types of the video mostly highlighted throughout
the duration of the entire ball. They were ground (mostly
greenish), pitch (combination of the green and brown), a
player from a distance (green and the color of the player),
player close-up (skin color) sky (mostly a shade of blue),
players gathering (multicolor) and pavilion (multicolor). We
used the color histogram methodology to determine the color
variation of a given keyframe, and by determining the highest
percentage of color on a frame, we were able to give the
attribute value for “dominant color.” for the ground, pitch and
sky. In the initial stage, we were unable to find the difference
between a player, player close-up, and players gathering.
Therefore, we investigated the possible filtering mechanisms
available for accurate clustering of video keyframe types.

The general problem of adaptive filters is discussed in the
work by [7]. In particular, some suitable algorithms for
adaptive spatial-temporal noise filtering for video images are
reviewed by [2]. In this case, the adaptation is done in terms
of first estimating what pixels, both in space and time, belong
to an object and then only use them for averaging.
Ali M. Reza [12] has presented a first-order Kalman filter
with motion detection algorithm, in a simple form. Based on
the findings, recommended usage is the Kalman filter along
with the motion detection algorithm. Although it is possible
to use a second-order recursive filter for better performance,
as it is shown in the results, the difference between the two,
for a given effective averaging length, is at most in the order
of 2. Adaptation and motion detection for the second order
recursive filter, however, would be more complicated. The
analysis is based on the assumption that the image sequence
is presented to the filtering algorithm as a three-dimensional
(3D) digital signal. Each frame is represented by its
spatial-temporal features and sequence of frames.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Image enhancement methods are commonly used as
preprocessing steps that are applied to improve the visual
quality of an image before higher level-vision tasks, such as
classification and object recognition.
A. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
Vivek Sharma et al. propose to extend the training of CNN
based image enhancement to incorporate the high-level goal
of image classification [10]. Their contribution is a method
that jointly optimizes a CNN for enhancement and image
classification. They have achieved this by adaptively
enhancing the features on an image basis via dynamic
convolutions, which enables the enhancement CNN to
selectively enhance only those features that lead to improved
image classification.
The proposed unified CNN architecture can emulate a

The scope of this research is based on limited cases. Using
what are the dominant color(s) in each frame of a video, we
can determine the camera focus for each frame successfully.
Combined with their attributes of the same video such as the
edge percentage we can determine the camera focus with a
very high accuracy rate.
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III. VIDEO PROCESSING
short_transition_threshold = 30

In a cricket video, we observed that even a single delivery
is captured using multiple cameras and after each camera
change the angle of the video differs significantly. So, in
order to analyze this change and get this feature extracted out
of the videos we use we were able it implements a suitable
methodology. To detect a camera change, we are analyzing
every frame of a video frame sequence, and by the number of
similar pixels in two or more adjacent videos, we can
determine whether these two frames belong to the same
camera angle of not. So, by this comparison, we can segment
each video into pieces which consist of a single camera angle.
Eight frames are taken from the at a time to detect the
camera changes (Fig. 2). In this case, the frame indexed of
camera changes will be stored in an array. Both Short
Transitions and Long Transitions are considered. As the first
step, the absolute difference is taken from two frames. Then
Bitwise AND operator are applied. Then a binary image is
created after converting each frame into a gray image. The
threshold value is 10. Then the mean of each frame is stored
in an array.

if((short_transition_threshold < mean[1] – mean[0] AND
short_transition_threshold < mean[2] – mean[3]) ) {
i+4th frame is a camera changing point.
}

af0 = |fi – fi+2|
af1 = |fi+1 – fi+2|
bitwiseAndFrame = af0 & af1
grayFrame = rgbToGray(bitwiseAndFrame)
binaryFrame = grayToBinary(grayFrame, 10)
mean[0] = mean(binaryFrame)

af0 = |fi – fi+5|
af1 = |fi+1 – fi+5|
bitwiseAndFrame = af0 & af1
grayFrame = rgbToGray(bitwiseAndFrame)
binaryFrame = grayToBinary(grayFrame, 10)
mean[0] = mean(binaryFrame)

Let starting frame = fi; where i is the index of the frame in the
whole video.

af0 = |fi+2 – fi+7|
af1 = |fi+2 – fi+6|

let mean[4] = []
let bitwiseAndFrame
let grayFrame
let binaryFrame

bitwiseAndFrame = af0 & af1
grayFrame = rgbToGray(bitwiseAndFrame)
binaryFrame = grayToBinary(grayFrame, 10)
mean[0] = mean(binaryFrame)

af0 = |fi+2 – fi+3|
af1 = |fi+2 – fi+4|
bitwiseAndFrame = af0 & af1
grayFrame = rgbToGray(bitwiseAndFrame)
binaryFrame = grayToBinary(grayFrame, 10)
mean[0] = mean(binaryFrame)

af0 = |fi+5 – fi+7|
af1 = |fi+5 – fi+6|
bitwiseAndFrame = af0 & af1
grayFrame = rgbToGray(bitwiseAndFrame)
binaryFrame = grayToBinary(grayFrame, 10)
mean[0] = mean(binaryFrame)

af0 = |fi+3 – fi+5|
af1 = |fi+4 – fi+5|
bitwiseAndFrame = af0 & af1
grayFrame = rgbToGray(bitwiseAndFrame)
binaryFrame = grayToBinary(grayFrame, 10)
mean[1] = mean(binaryFrame)

long_transition_threshold = 130
if((long_transition_threshold < mean[1] – mean[0] AND
long_transition_threshold < mean[2] – mean[3]) ) {
i+4th frame is a camera changing point.
}

af0 = |fi+4 – fi+5|
af1 = |fi+4 – fi+6|

The i is incremented by one and iterate through the whole
video. Then the output array contains camera changing
points. Then the video is cropped from those points.

bitwiseAndFrame = af0 & af1
grayFrame = rgbToGray(bitwiseAndFrame)
binaryFrame = grayToBinary(grayFrame, 10)
mean[2] = mean(binaryFrame)

af0 = |fi+5 – fi+7|
af1 = |fi+6 – fi+7|
bitwiseAndFrame = af0 & af1
grayFrame = rgbToGray(bitwiseAndFrame)
binaryFrame = grayToBinary(grayFrame, 10)
mean[3] = mean(binaryFrame)
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Shot detection classifier (for each camera change)
Pitch Availability

Fig. 2. Detecting Camera Changes

Pitch Zooming
Edge Percentage

Classifier information
Attribute

Possible Values

Camera Focus Area

Pitch Availability

1,0 (Yes, No)

Camera Change Length (Duration)

Pitch Zooming

1,0 (Yes, No)

Camera Motion (X-Direction Pattern)

Edge Percentage

0 – 100

Camera Motion (Y-Direction Pattern)

Camera Focus Area

0–5

Camera Motion (Z Direction Pattern)

(0 – GROUND
1 – SKY
2– PAVILION
3 – GROUND AND
SKY
4 – GROUND AND
PAVILION
5 – SKY AND
PAVILION)
Camera Change Length
(Duration)

IV. SEQUENCE ANALYSIS OF EVENTS
We have identified the different main types of keyframes
in different types of events such as a dot ball, a boundary, a
six, a dismissal, etc. the keyframe sequence for a dot ball, a
boundary, a six and a dismissal are given in Fig. 3,4,5 and 6
respectively. From the different types of keyframes, we have
categorized them into eight keyframe types shown in Fig. 7.
In our approach, we investigate each keyframe type by
obtaining the HSV color model. From the HSV color
components, we have realized that the primary differentiation
is possible when we extract the Hue component. The
different hue components of each keyframe type are given in
Fig. 7.

0–3
(0 – LOW
1 – MID
2 - HIGH)

Camera Motion (X
Direction Pattern)
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Sky

Close-up
Figure 3. Keyframe sequence of a dot ball

Crowd

Figure 4. Keyframe sequence of a four
Fig. 7. Eight different types of keyframes & Hue histogram
From the output of the hue histograms, we have observed
that is it very difficult to distinguish the difference clearly.
Therefore, we have applied different types of filters such as
the Gaussian filter and Weiner filter to cluster the keyframe
types. Since the results of applying a single filter did not
achieve a considerable accuracy rate, we have attempted a
hybrid approach by a combination of Gaussian filter and
Weiner filter and to separately detect the keyframes.

Fig. 5. Keyframe sequence of a six

The standard Gaussian filter is shown in equation 1.

(1)

Fig. 6. Keyframe sequence of a dismissal
Detail
Pitch

Picture

Where x is the distance from the origin in the horizontal
axis, y is the distance from the origin in the vertical axis, and
σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution.
After doing numerous experiments on different
combinations of we observed that the variance has a distinct
effect on the Gaussian filter output which also helps the
Weiner filters functionality. The best possible combination
we found to replace the standard deviation of the Gaussian
filter is by a combination of mean and variance. We take the
mean value of the hue component of the keyframe and
multiply it by ten then the variance of the keyframe will be
divided by the mean. The code segment for this operation is
in MATLAB is shown below.

Hue Histogram

Batsman

Fielder

hsv = rgb2hsv(RGB);
h = hsv(:,:,1);
m = mean2(h)*10;;
v= var(h(:))/m;
g = imnoise(h,'gaussian',v);
Then in the Gaussian filter the standard deviation σ is
replaced by the variance v. Then the output of the Gaussian
filter is taken as an input to the Weiner filter. The process of
applying the standard Weiner filter is described below.
Weiner filter requires the local mean and variance around
each pixel. Following two equations use neighborhoods of
size M-by-N to estimate the local image mean and standard
deviation. Where ƞ is the N-by-M local neighborhood of each
pixel in the image a.

Ground
&
Pavilion

Sky &
Pavilion
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μ = mean
σ = variance

Sky
&
Pavilion

Sky
Then creates a pixel-wise Wiener filter using these
estimates.
Close-up
(2)
Where v2 is the noise variance (equation 2), by changing
the neighborhood size, we have observed that there is a
significant change in the Hue histograms. After conducting
several experiments, we have identified that the
neighborhood size is proportionately equal to the mean
intensity value of the keyframe. Therefore, we roundup the
mean intensity value to the nearest integer and parsed the
value to the Wiener filter function. The code segment for this
operation is in MATLAB is shown below.

Crowd

Fig. 8. Histogram comparison after modified Gaussian filter
Ideally, we expected the outcome to be eight different
clusters, but according to our experiments, the variation
between the pitch, batsman and fielder keyframes cannot be
determined as well as the difference between closeup and
crowd by the hue values. Therefore, we chose the saturation
component and applied the same filtering approach. From
the result, we identified the three keyframe types could be
distinguished by analyzing the saturation variation. The
results are shown in Fig. 9.
Detail
Saturation Histogram
After Filtering
Pitch

m=mean2(h);
m = round(m);
B = wienerfunc(g, [m m]);
After the modification to the Gaussian filter and the
Weiner filter, the histogram comparison is shown in Fig. 8.
From the histogram, we have gained much significant and
accurate results to classify the keyframe types.
From the outcome of the histograms, we have clustered the
keyframe types to the following clusters using K-means
clustering.
Cluster 1: (Pitch, Batsman, Fielder)
Cluster 2: (Ground & Pavilion)
Cluster 3: (Sky & Pavilion)
Cluster 4: (Sky)
Cluster 5: (Closeup, Crowd)
Detail
Hue Histogram
Pitch

Batsman
After Filtering
Fielder

Batsman
Close-up

Fielder
Crowd

Ground
&
Pavilion

Fig. 9. Histogram comparison after modified Gaussian filter
for Pith, Batsman, Fielder, closeup, crowd keyframe types.
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Incorrect
Recognition

After the experiment results, we were able the separately
identify the eight different clusters accurately.
V. EVEALUATION
Initially, we did the experiments using 50 frames for each
without the filtering approach, and the result and the graph
for the results are given in table I and Fig. 10 respectively.
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Table I. Results of clustering without filtering.
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Fig. 11. Graph of Results of clustering After Hybrid
Filtering.
We applied the hybrid filter to the five types of keyframes
to check the accuracy using a saturation component in the
HSV color model. The results and the graph is shown in table
III and Fig. 12 respectively. From the results we can see
clearly the accuracy of clustering has improved.

Batsman

Fielder

Close-up

Crowd

Fig. 10. The graph for Results of clustering without filtering.

Pitch

Table III. Results of clustering After Hybrid Filtering with
the Saturation.

Correct Recognition

46

47

45

48

47

Incorrect Recognition

4

3
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2

3

From the graph, we can observe that the outcome is
inadequate since there are no enhancements applied for
keyframes. After applying the hybrid filtering approach, the
result and the graph for the results are given in table II and
Fig. 11 respectively.

Correct
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46
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Crowd

Close-up

Sky

&
Sky
Pavilion

Ground &
Pavilion

Fielder

Batsman

Pitch

Table II. Results of clustering After Hybrid Filtering.

Fig. 12. Graph of Results of clustering After Hybrid Filtering
with the Saturation.
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After the primary dataset, we have increased the dataset by
getting 150 keyframes for each type of keyframe and
evaluated the filtering approach. The results are shown in
table IV and Fig. 13 respectively.
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Fig. 13. Graph of Results of clustering After Hybrid Filtering
Using 150 keyframes.
VI. CONCLUTION
In our work, initially, the following keyframe types were
detected using the video segmentation. Pitch, Batsman,
Fielder, Ground & Pavilion, Sky & Pavilion, Sky, Close-up,
and Crowd. Initially, the clustering did not give enough
accuracy for the clustering. Therefore, we have applied
different filtering techniques the improve the clustering of
keyframes. We have observed that none of the standard
filtering approaches gave enough improvements for the
keyframes to be recognized adequately for us to apply in the
clustering step.
Therefore, we have tried a combination of the clustering
approach and improved the approach be changing its variable
which suited our requirement. The approach is proven to be
working well for our purpose. We believe that this approach
is suitable for the other sports event analysis and clustering as
well.
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